A universal algorithm is given for computing a root of an arbitrary polynomial with complex coefficients in a number of operations dependent only on the order n and relative error e. This paper is a brief English exposition of the author's earlier "Algebrai egyenletek kó'zelito megoldásáról," Vol. XVIII of the Communications of the III Class of tne Hungarian Academy of Sciences (1968), pp. 223-235.
1. This paper was partly prompted by the thought-provoking paper of Garrett Birkhoff entitled "Current trends in algebra" in the Amer. Math. Monthly's Aug.-Sept.
1973 issue. Without entering into a discussion of the paper as a whole, of its merits, or of the wide scope of its presentation, I would like to emphasize one point only.
Sturm's and related theorems and more generally the numerical treatment of algebraic equations were still the subject of books of algebra per definitionem in 1928, in 0.
Haupt's Algebra and partly even in van der Waerden's book. But then, all of a sudden, King Lear's fate reached it; his daughters threw him out of his kingdom of algebra entirely; afterwards, in order not to be considered old fashioned, no respectable algebraist (except perhaps Krull) felt the need to behave even a bit like Cordelia. It seemed for a long time that the exile would be permanent. But as often happens new points of view emerged and resulted in a spiral-like escalation of the subject. So the exile now seems to be over. One can suspect that in time a palace or even a small county in the realm of algebra will be given back to him. Birkhoff, after mentioning some books of the new numerical algebra states,"... every forwardlooking young algebraist should at least be cognizant of their contents." Such a sentence should heal all the wounds of Lear's soul caused by Regan and Goneril.
2. What I would actually like to discuss are the following lines of Birkhoff s paper (p. 776). "There are many other interesting new areas of research in (real and complex) numerical algebra. I shall just mention three of the most important; references to activity in them may be found in many review journals: Again II** can depend in principle on the coefficients and its length can be unbounded in the previous sense. The following further requirement on the fl's is important mainly for practical reasons. The equation to be solved is often given as a
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use characteristic equation of a matrix A. Hence, the further requirement is reasonable that the algorithms should be "elegantly rephrasable" (and reasonably programmable)
for eigenvalues of matrices too. This requirement we can call requirement G.
Theoretically as well as practically important is the problem of whether or not the fl-algorithms can be devised so that they do not depend on the coefficients av and thus so that their lengths depend only on n and e (even if requirement G is not fulfilled). The obvious practical significance of a universal solution of this problem is that one obtains a universal bound on machine time depending only on n and e for all equations (2.2)-(2.3). The theoretical significance of the problem will be clear if we would suppose for a moment that-contrary to Ruffini-Abel's theorem-the general equation (2.2)-(2.3) is algebraically solvable for all zz's. This would mean that one could devise an algorithm n*** with length depending only upon n which applied to all equations (2.2)-(2.3) would give the exact value of a root of the equation. So a universal solution of (2.6) or (2.5) would mean briefly speaking that the analogue of Ruffini-Abel's theorem for the approximative solution of algebraic equations does not hold. holds.
As one can see, the formulation of the second rule is even more elegant than that of the first (and is also easily programmable). This already indicates that the requirement G will be fulfilled by our algorithms. So it will be enough to give the algorithm for the equation (2.2) only.
Because of (5.1) the operations performed in these rules belong to the domain in (2.1).
8. Now the algorithm for (2.2), i.e., for (6.1), runs as follows.f Oth
Step. We apply the first rule with m = 4. The M-value in (6.5) will be denoted by M^ and we let Step. We consider the twelve numbers isy(a)_{t<i)+^Af<iyirf/6j / = o, i,-, il.
If f0(XS2^) = 0 for some /, we are finished. If not, we form the twelve polynomials (8.2) /0ftja> +w) 0 = 0, 1,-, 11), rearrange them in the form (6.1) and apply the first rule with m = 4 to each. Then we get twelve numbers My' and one can determine an index p2 so that min,.AfP) = M2). As before, we abbreviate Mf,2) =M(2^ and define
fc (2) _fc (2) ÇM2 ?
Then the second step is finished.
These steps can be continued and will terminate after finitely many steps only in a zero of /0(z). At every step we have to form twelve numbers and one polynomial for each, apply the first rule to each with m = 4 and thus get twelve new Af-numbers; we then have to select from them a minimal one. One can then prove that the sequence £^ is such that for each d>2 there is a zero z^d) of our equation, so that the inequality t Our algorithm shows some formal similarities to the previously mentioned algorithm of D. H. Lehmer, I.e. (which is, as far as I can see, an unbounded one and I do not see whether or not the requirement G in 2. is fulfilled for it). One can recognize that basically it deals with a reorganization of Graeffe's method which however is an essential one. It is rather remarkable since for the original form (a) it is false without requiring |z, | > |z21; (b) no algorithms are known at present for deciding whether or not |z, | > |z2| is fulfilled;
(c) if |Zj|>|z2| is fulfilled, then the algorithm is still "unbounded".
To be a bit personal, I often argued with numerical analysts on the practicality of my algorithm. Their main objection was-which I could never believe but I did not have the means to object-that very large numbers necessarily occur, which soon "overflow". So after a while I considered the whole matter as a nice pure mathematical theorem with some applied flavour. Now on the second page of the very interesting paper of G. E. 
